It is known that homogeneous distribution of particles in Coulomb-like systems can be unstable, and spatially inhomogeneous structures can be formed. A simple method for describing such inhomogeneous systems and obtaining spacial distributions of electron density is proposed and applied to the case of two-dimensional electron systems on surface of liquid helium. A free energy functional for the model in mean field approximation is obtained. Creation of various types of structures, such as long-range periodical modulation and multi-electron dimples, is predicted by minimizing this functional.
INTRODUCTION
Particle systems with Coulomb interaction (Coulomblike systems), such as plasmas, colloidal particles, electrolyte solutions, electron on the helium surface etc., are widely presented both in nature and under laboratory conditions. An interest to this system is generated by its applications to the studies of a variety of peculiar phenomena in various fields of science [1] [2] [3] . Theoretical description of Coulomb like systems is one of important problems of statistical physics. One of the problems here is a statistical description of Coulomb-like systems with high concentrations of interacting particles [4] . Such effects as formation of different crystal structures, transitions between different phases are observed when concentration increases.
Recently much interest has been generated to the experimental and theoretical studies of the low-dimensional Coulomb like systems. Such systems are widely presented in experiments with emulsions, foams, polymers, colloidal suspensions etc. Considerable attention is attracted to the special case of electrons on the surface of a dielectric substrate [5, 6] . Let us say, the first experimental realization of the Wigner solid, predicted in well-known article [7] , was made in an electron system on liquid helium [8] . Studies of these systems are not only of academic interest but can also have some practical applications. For example, it is proposed to use the electrons on dielectric surface for quantum computations [9] .
A possibility of creating a two-dimensional system on the surface of a dielectric medium was predicted by [5, 6, 10] . First experiments were carried out one year later [11] . Two-dimensional electron systems are still extensively studied, and many interesting results have been obtained. Let's now discuss some properties of these systems. Electrons located on a dielectric surface have two degrees of freedom only [3, 12] . They can exist in forms of fluid or Wigner crystal [7, 8, 13] . Some interesting effects are caused by deformation instability of liquid helium surface, that causes, for example, phase transitions between triangle and square Wigner lattices [14] . Electrons on the surface of liquid helium become localized in macroscopic dimples when the electric field perpendicular to the surface exceeds a critical value. These dimples form a two-dimensional hexagonal lattice [15] . Was investigated the phase transitions from a homogeneous twodimensional charge distribution to the modulated charge density regime and observed the hysteresis effects that the transition is discontinuous [16] .
Modern research in field of the low-dimensional electron systems is based mostly on the quantum field theory [17] and the scaling theory [18] . For example, electron transport properties in heterostructures and electron structures on the liquid-helium surface can be studied using quantum field theory methods [19] . As regards the scaling theory, it was worked out in [20] . Nevertheless, these models are complicated for the analysis and require a lot of calculations. Therefore, it would be highly desirable to introduce simpler quasi-classical models of the type [4, 21] , which could be efficient for the description of the properties of the low-dimensional electron systems.
Another interesting side of studying electrons on liquid helium is that this system is a representative of class of systems with long-range resembling Coulomb interaction. Dusty plasmas, systems of colloidal particles, electrolyte solutions significantly differ from each other by physical properties, but their inter-particle interaction causes formation of structures of one type, concerning the formation of stable periodical structures [4, [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . Thus, we can expect that methods applicable to twodimensional electron systems also can be useful for description of other systems of mentioned type.
The studies of low-dimensional electron systems have long history, but we do not have consistent statistical theory of such systems until now. In particular, the thermodynamic conditions of structure formation are not yet known. The main goal of the present contribution is to work out a model for the description of electrons on a helium surface in the presence of the external electric field applied perpendicularly to the surface and use it for the prediction of structure formation. In order to do this we employ the concept of the effective interaction energy. For the case of electrons on a cryogenic liquid substrate, distortion of the surface introduces additional physical effects [10, 14] .
In the present contribution we study the influence of new details of the electron interaction related to such effects. We take into account both direct Coulomb repulsion and polarization interaction as well as the interaction due to the deformation of the helium surface [10, 14] . Proposed simplified approach is suggested by the fact that the forces, governing self-organization, act on a length scale which is larger than the molecular size; as a consequence many specific details of the molecules of interest are not necessary for studying general features of phases.
We look at the electrons on the liquid helium surface in a way typical for the systems with long range interaction developing necessary formalism of the statistical description of such systems in terms of the mean field approximation [4, 29] . The proposed statistical model makes it possible to describe the electron structure formation, especially long range periodical structure and many-electron dimple formation for various values of the electron density, temperature and the external electric field. In this article we will discuss the surface instability itself, especially forming long range structures (comparing to Wigner crystal period) -many-electron dimples [22, 23] and periodical structures [30] , that can be treated as Wigner crystal formed by these dimples.
The formation of clusters under thermodynamic equilibrium conditions was investigated theoretically [21] as well as using computer simulation [32, 33] . In twodimensional case this problem has been analyzed within the scenario of competing interactions: typically, a shortrange attractive interaction against a repulsive shortrange one [31] [32] [33] . This leads to unimportance of boundaries for structure formation in system. But in case of Coulomb-like interaction they can be important due to their long-range nature. So, boundaries are fully taken into account in our work and these effects are not lost.
Presented article is organized as follows. We begin from the discussion of general formalism for the statistical description of the equilibrium systems in the meanfield approximation. The treatment we perform is rather general since we do not use the explicit form of the inter-particle potential and dimensionality of the system (Sec. 2). In Sec. 3 we introduce continuous approximation, specify electron-electron potential and consider possible forms of the spatial electron distributions according to border conditions. The results of the computer calculations considered in Sec. 4 show, that this term can cause significant change of the electron distribution function. In conclusions we discuss the effects predicted in our treatment and the possibility to observe them in experiments.
STATISTICAL DESCRIPTION OF INTERACTING PARTICLE SYSTEMS
We begin with a brief calculation for inhomogeneous system of interacting particles [21] . We wouldn't specify our system first with a view to obtaining universal theory that can be extended to other types of systems. As we know, stable states of the system minimize its free energy, so our goal now is to find an expression for it.
In our model macroscopic states of the system will be described by a set of occupation numbers. For a wide number of systems Hamiltonian can be written in form:
Here ǫ s is the additive part of particle energy (usually it is kinetic energy, but also it can be an energy in external field.), s indicates the particle states, V ss ′ is interaction energy between particles in states s and s ′ , n s is the occupation number of state s. Most of systems mentioned in introduction, including electrons on liquid helium surface, are essentially classical so we neglect any quantum correlations.
Partition function of the system will be:
In order to perform formal summation in this equation, we use the well-known properties of Gaussian integrals over auxiliary fields:
. We can get rid of quadratic dependence on occupation numbers of states, carrying it to introduced field. Now we can write the partition function of such system as 1 :
Let us consider canonical ensemble. To fix the number of particles in the system we will use a Cauchy equation:
We get partition function for N-particle system:
We can perform summation by occupation numbers in obtained equation, according to type of statistics. We get:
with an effective free energy: We have obtained the expression for the free energy of the system of interacting particles in representation of auxiliary fields and chemical activity of particles ξ = exp(βµ). It contains the same information as the original partition function with summation over the occupation numbers, i.e. all information about probable states of the system. The partition function represented in terms of the functional integral over auxiliary fields corresponds to the construction of an equilibrium sequence of probable states of the system with regards to their weights. Extension to the complex plane makes it possible to apply saddle-point method to find an asymptotic value of partition function, so we don't need to apply perturbation theory. Dominant contribution is given by the states which satisfy the extremum condition for the functional:
Variating (1) we obtain the system for determination of saddle-point states:
1 β
We can see from (2b), that expression
can be treated as averaged state occupation number. Obtained system gives us possibility to get directly saddle-point states, that can be interpreted as thermodynamically stable distributions. As we can see, there is an inverse interaction matrix in equation (2a). Its determination for fixed interaction potential is a difficult mathematical problem itself. It is known [34, 35] that for potentials of the form ω ss ′ = ω(| r s − r ′ s |) in continuous case the inverse interaction matrix is given by:
whereL r ′ is the operator, for which the interaction potential is a Green function. We know the inverse operator for the screened Coulomb potential [34] [35] [36] :
where q 2 is interaction constant and λ −1 is the screening length. Problem for some particular potentials has been solved in [21] .
For more general interaction potential the inverse operator is unknown, so we have to find a way to turn back to direct operators. Such possibility is given to us by (3) . Using this expression, we can perform inverse transformation to the occupation numbers:
and rewrite the free energy:
For canonical ensemble we should get rid of chemical potential in this equation. We can get it from (3):
with
We consider chemical potential to be a constant for all the system, but it is useful for calculation to take it averaged over all the states:
Now we can put this expression into the free energy (5) and get:
This expression can be easily interpreted. First term is a kinetic energy of the system, second one is a potential energy. The third term is a contribution of entropy, and it equals zero for T = 0. Now we can check the compliance of our theory to the classical results. Let us now consider grand canonical ensemble. For fixed chemical potential we can get from (3) generalization of the well-known distributions:
with a generalized chemical potential:
From this expression it is obvious that the saddle point approximation is equivalent to mean field approximation. For ideal gas µ s ≡ µ, and we get classical statistical distributions. To obtain distribution of particles in grand canonical ensemble, we can solve integral equation (8) .
But for numerical calculation (7) becomes more useful, and it will be applied in next sections of our article.
FREE ENERGY CONTINUOUS APPROXIMATION
Physical model of two-dimensional electron system on the liquid helium surface
In this section we will apply proposed statistical description to the system of electrons on liquid helium surface. It is well-known that electron is attracted to the surface of any dielectric media [37] . But in addition to attractive part for electron-helium binding potential there is a repulsive part. It comes from the fact that bulk liquid has no free place for additional electron because of being built from inert atoms with complete electron shells [38] . This means that electrons are floating above the liquid helium surface. It is sufficient that due to small dielectric constant for liquid helium distance between surface and electron layer is rather large (it is estimated as 76Å [3, [38] [39] [40] ), so we can neglect influence of separate atoms of surface. So, we can treat the whole electron subsystem as two-dimensional [3, [38] [39] [40] . This point of view was experimentally illustrated in [41] . It was shown there that resonant frequency depends only on perpendicular component of applied magnetic field, and their mobility corresponds to two-dimensional electron liquid. We will stay on this point of view and will neglect the third-dimension effects. This statement should be reconsidered when taking into account helium surface deformations, but even in such case this approximation can be used by introducing effective attraction [14] .
It was theoretically and experimentally shown, that electrons on the liquid helium surface can undergo a phase transition, which appears in their ordering stage [8, 42] (liquid-to-solid transition). This is not the only phase transition that can be observed. In [14] the structural transition of a Wigner lattice from triangle to square was investigated. In [30] it was shown that homogeneous distribution of electron density is not always stable, and there are critical parameters when spacial structures, especially periodic deformations and multi-electron dimples, are formed. Experimental confirmation for this can be found in [39] . This structure formation can be regarded separately from Wigner crystallization, because characteristic length of such structures is much larger than the period of the Wigner lattice. In strong external fields electrons are collected and pushed to liquid helium film that causes creation of bubble-like structures called in different sources bubblons or dimples [3] . They can include ∼ 10 4 particles and can be treated as one quasiparticle with high effective mass. Our goal is to find properties of these structures for different experimentally controllable parameters, especially temperature, electron density and electric field.
Model potential
The main goal of this subsection is to introduce the explicit form of potential in order to use it in computer and analytic calculations. According to [3, 38, 39] the electron potential in the presence of liquid helium film on the substrate is:
Here ε s and ε He are substrate and the liquid helium dielectric constants respectively, r is the distance between electrons, d is the helium film thickness. The first term is related to the ordinary Coulomb interaction, the second one is the result of the liquid helium and substrate polarization. These two terms describe direct interaction between electrons. Notice, that the second term is different from that one used in [14] and takes into account polarization of substrate and provides additional attraction, which creates ability for structure formation. Really, an effect of surface-buckling instability can be interpreted using the idea of competition between the attractive and the repulsive interactions. But polarization attraction is rather weak comparing to direct Coulomb interaction.
To enhance it we should involve another attractive force between electrons. In our model it will be effective attraction produced by helium surface deformation.
In the presence of an external field electrons can be pressed against the helium surface with the force that exceeds gravitational one by many orders. On the other hand, they cannot just go through this surface as being pushed out due to quantum effects [3, [38] [39] [40] . So it should be considered with imminence that the electrons can act on the liquid helium surface with the significant force.
In the introduction it was assumed that the system under consideration is two-dimensional. But taking helium surface deformations into account "electron layer" deflection should be considered as well, which means that third dimension is also active and should in some way be included in calculation. This problem is solved by adding to (9) effective capillary interaction. The lateral capillary interaction between two electrons on the helium surface was calculated in [14] . It can be presented in the form:
Here F = eE is the actual force that acts on each electron by the external field (in our case it is electrical clamping field), σ is the surface tension of liquid helium, r is the distance between particles, K 0 is the modified Bessel function, and λ = 1/l 0 , where l 0 is the capillary length that depends on the fluid properties only. If external field is absent, surface deformations are caused only by weight of electrons and can be neglected, and field produces significant deformation and changes the energy of interaction between electrons. So, our model potential of electron-electron interaction will be:
Free energy
In Sec. 2 we have developed general formalism for the free energy of quantum systems in mean field approximation. Now, we will apply it to system of electrons on liquid helium surface.
Let us use the equation (7) to obtain the free energy of such system. For Fermi particles we use δ = −1. Dimensionality of the system d = 2. We can use continual approach and write:
(12) We can integrate this expression over the momentum. It is necessary to notice that performing of such integration in the case of the Bose statistics will cause loss of the Bose-condensation effects. In our case we do not have such problems and thus we get:
Here Li 2 is polylogarithm of the second order which is also called dilogarithm. It is useful to introduce dimensional constant -thermal length:
Dispersion relation for electrons has the quadratic form:
Of course it will be deformed in the presence of external potential, but this expression can be taken as the first approximation. We treat the distribution of charge to be continuous in this system. So electron density could be described by the function ρ(x, y). This assumption looks quite reasonable, since the electron gas under consideration is highly degenerated [3] . Finally, we should write the functional of the free energy in terms of electron density. We can take from (8):
Applying this to (13), we have:
(15) As is seen, the free energy of our system consists of two parts: the potential energy of the system and the kinetic energy and contribution of the entropy. This functional can be easily used to determine thermodynamically stable states, that have to minimize this functional. We obtain such states directly in the form of the electron density and no additional mathematical transformations are needed.
Boundary conditions
Till this point we still have not considered all the assumptions we have done. Due to long-range nature of Coulomb-like forces boundary conditions may notably change the result, because particles start to "feel" size of the system. Moreover, they introduce restrictions to the properties of the density function, that simplifies not only analytical, but computer calculations as well. In [31] [32] [33] exponentially decreasing potential was chosen so boundaries could be ignored. But for the system under consideration they should be taken into account.
We suppose electrons to be situated in a grounded square metal box with dimensions −L...L. In most experiments "box" is actually round [38, 39] , but it would make minimization more tricky and wouldn't introduce new physical effects. Of course we can expect electrons to leave the system through the grounded walls. But electron leakage through the boundaries is prevented by the guard ring or the guard potential [38] . We assume that such guard field acts only on the electrons in the vicinity of the walls and can be neglected anywhere else [39] .
Due to classical electrodynamics it can be shown that we should take into account imaginary charges along with the real ones (principle of images) when calculating total potential energy. Nevertheless this causes inappropriateness of our calculations near the boundary, density disturbance we are interested in also appears far from the boundary as well. To make our calculations simpler we will analytically continuate density distribution function to (−∞; ∞). Moreover we claim it to be symmetrical (due to the system's symmetry) and antiperiodical (due to metal walls). Figure 1 illustrates this two principles in a schematic way. Every function that satisfies these conditions can be represented in a form of series:
where
. We leave to the reader prove of the fact that charge density eρ(x; y) in the form (16) automatically holds principle of the symmetry (eρ(x; y) = eρ(−x; y) = eρ(x; −y) = eρ(y; −x)) and moreover when |x| > L or |y| > L eρ(x; y) can be treated as the value of the imaginary charge, for example eρ(L − x; y) = −eρ(L + x; y). Now we can also concretize potential energy part of free energy functional (15):
Here we have changed variables x ′ → χ = x − x ′ , y ′ → γ = y − y ′ and have taken into account that V depends only on |r − r ′ | (11). Inner integral has boundaries from −L to +L because we are integrating all over the system. On the other hand outer integral boundaries are set from −∞ to +∞ because of image charges. Every electron has infinite number of images and calculating its energy makes us take them all into account. Equality in this equation is approximate because of summand in V that is not caused by electrostatical forces (11) . We may notice that this summand is very "short-range", so we can consider integration with infinite boundaries as well.
Obtained equations (16) and (17) it can be shown
where k i;j depends on ε He , ε s , L and d only, and
Also it can be shown that k i;j ≥ 0. When making computer calculations we can use the recurrence relations and precalculation of k i,j that significantly reduces the computation time. It should be mentioned that in the case of canonical ensemble the charge of the system is constant. So it should be:
Taking explicit form of ρ( r) eq. (16) into account it can be shown, that (19) is of the form:
where q i;j depend on L only. All subsequent calculations are made taking antiperiodical boundary conditions into account. So obtained equations are very valuable as the core of following calculations.
MINIMIZATION OF FREE ENERGY FUNCTIONAL Analytic approach
First let's make some general assumptions about effects that will be present in our system basing on free energy functional. Let us consider simplified situation assuming that the temperature is equal to zero. In (7) we have three terms. The third term automatically becomes equal to zero at T = 0, since all electrons are in their ground states and mean occupation numbers of states f s are 1 or 0. The first term also can be neglected, because electron gas can be treated as degenerated [3] , so most of electrons have zero kinetic energy. Thus, for low temperatures potential energy itself defines the configuration of the ground state of electron layer, and we can minimize only it. Similar situation is observed when densities of electrons are high, because the potential energy F p ∝ ρ 2 , and other terms depend on the density only linearly.
We should notice that if we neglect all other terms as mentioned above and minimize F p , we can try to find result analytically. Suppose, that instead of infinity we are summing up to some big enough N . If we will change variables C i;j → c i;j = C i;j / k i;j , then it turns out to be a problem of finding point, where N -dimensional sphere eq. (18) touches N -dimensional plane eq. (20) . But in this case charge distribution has nonconstant sign that is nonphysically. This means that sphere radius should be bigger and result we want to obtain is one of the points of of hypersphere and hyperplane intersection. To find this point or points we should use numerical methods, or somehow introduce additional restrictions.
Triangular vs square lattice comparison
In the previous subsection we tried to get the electron distribution function analyzing our model potential in some simplified situation with antiperiodical boundary conditions. Result we have got was non-physical because our minimization procedure didn't involve sufficient restrictions for distribution function e.g. it's non-negativity inside of "metal box". In this section we will try to get along with analytics by choosing some additional restrictions for the electron density distribution function. Of course method developed in this section can be doubted as the one involving too much intuition-based assumptions but it can be applied to other systems with rather different model potential and make some at least qualitative predictions. So it seems to be quite rational to give at least an outline for this approach.
It is known from [7] that electrons tend to form a triangle lattice, and the same behavior can be expected for the system of charged and interacting dimples. On the other hand, in [14] it was shown, that a phase transition between triangle and square lattice exists in system of electrons under consideration. So, it is interesting to know preferred lattice type for system of electron dimples on liquid helium surface.
To answer this question we should calculate free energy of triangular and square lattice and compare them. First task is to obtain analytic expression for both lattices' electron density. We don't know real charge distribution in one dimple, so we should approximate it with some function. We have chosen Gaussian distribution of charge because of its simplicity and conformity to real dimple form:
With this distribution we can obtain free energy of these lattices in analytic way.
As the first step we should find the Fourier decomposition of this two lattices. Let us assume that we have M Gaussian peaks on the (−L . . . L) interval. Then with some simplifications and assuming that σ is small compared to L/M the last equation can be rewritten as:
To write all equations in more compact way we can use the notation:
Obtained Gaussian decomposition is still not suitable for calculations because it violates principle of the image charges. To make it correct we can decompose a unit step function and multiply it by obtained decomposition of the Gaussian function. After rearrangement, simplification and assuming that σ is small compared to L/M we can get:
At this point we want reader to pay attention to similarity of last equation and (16) . Square lattice can be represented as G M (x)G M (y). Triangular lattice can be decomposed into two rectangular lattices (Fig. 2 ) and represented as
(by square braces we mean integer part of the argument) and 2KN = M 2 (mean charge densities are equal for both lattices). This representations can be treated as partial cases of (16). Using equations (11) and (15) we can calculate energy for this lattices and compared it. Physical parameters were taken as follows [39] : L = 1 cm; ε s = 11 (Silicium); d = 0.1 cm. We will find global minimum of free energy calculating it for different number of peaks and lattice types. 
2 /L, Q is the total charge, N is the number of peaks along one dimension in square lattice, total number of peaks is N 2 . Dispersion of one "gaussian" is σ = 10 −3 .
As we can see from Fig. 3 , really phase transition between triangular and square lattice exists. For low pressing fields triangular lattice is favorable from the point of view of free energy. But when we make pressing field strong enough this situation changes and square lattice begins to realize its global minimum. We suppose that this phase transition can be observed in experiments.
Numeric minimization
Previously we tried to treat all calculations analytically, but due to high complexity of the equations it eather needs a lot of assumptions or results in nonphysical distribution. This subsection we will use computer calculations to provide most sufficient way of describing system under consideration. Moreover it allows us to treat temperature as nonzero in this subsection. Now some explicit form of F can be written. C i;j can be treated as variables and then F can be minimized with gradient descent method. This method was chosen as most suitable due to its simplicity and low calculation complexity that makes possible to work with big amount of variables C i;j . Since we will not get into technical details for those readers unfamiliar with gradient descent method we recommend to refer to appropriate literature (for example [43] ). But it should be mentioned that there are some features when using gradient descent method in this paper.
Method can find values of the variables when some function reaches it's minimum. But here we should find when not function rather a functional is minimal. Decomposing ρ( r) into Fourier series and substituting into the functional we reduce the problem to finding coefficients of the Fourier series. Of course it is infinite number of these coefficients, so we should take only first N . The more we take the more precise the result will be after minimization procedure (in this paper 10 4 coefficients were taken). Though, we have physical limitation: in one period of the lowest term of series we should have significant number of electrons to be able to use continuous approximation. Physical parameters were taken as follows [39] : L = 1 cm; ε s = 11 (Silicium); d = 0.1 cm. The second feature is that ρ should be nonnegative so sign of the ρ(x; y) is checked on every step of the gradient descent method. Due to this calculations we will get some values of the coefficients C i;j that minimize free energy F .
Without an external field, electrons form 2D periodical structure if the temperature is low enough (Fig. 4) . This corresponds to the case of the Wigner crystal, formed by dimples. Lighter areas correspond to higher electron concentration (higher probability of finding some electron there). This means that stable state of two-dimensional electron system on liquid helium surface is not simple electron Wigner crystal, but also some periodical structures, that can be interpreted as periodical modulations of local density or another Wigner crystal formed by dimples. At this point we want reader to pay attention to presented result scale. Presented figures clearly show some long-wave inhomogeneities in electron distribution, but short-wave and small disturbances can be hidden so it doesn't violate previous section results. If we suppress long-wave disturbances in the obtained distribution function we will notice that previous section may be treated as some approximate description of it. Temperature growth makes possible to observe some smearing of electron density function that confirms our intuition (Fig. 5) . Due to grounded boundaries, particle distribution function is always zero there, so we cannot expect uniform distribution function to be a constant, but it tends to be as temperature and computation precision grow. But such effect is noticeable only in the case of low electron densities. When densities are high, electrostatic interaction fully prevails, and structures are formed are equivalent to low temperature ones up to scaling of plot. Turning an external field on can only deepen the difference between local maximum and minimum of electron distribution function because of increase of rivalry between attraction and repulsion. According to our model, electrons should collect together due to effective attraction caused by the helium film deformations. Computer simulation results again confirm the intuition and show that some sharpening of density function can be observed (Fig. 6) . Of course zones with higher particle concentration will be more deformed as zones with lower particles concentration.
Further enhancement of holding electric field will cause some more significant changes of surface structure. Due to growth of attraction characteristic size of structures will also grow up. (Fig. 6) shows that the local maximum and minimum are additionally shifted. Also there is a tendency of gathering to more and more large structures. If electron concentration is low enough, electrons can gather into one large dimple in helium film (Fig. 7) . In that case attraction prevails over repulsion, so distribution again becomes less fragmented, but more sharp than in the case of (Fig. 5) , where density tends to be constant. On the other hand, when the density is big enough, they can be pushed inside helium and form some kind of bubble full of electrons (bubblon). Of course such behavior cannot be taken into account with so simple model, but some appropriate estimates can be done.
CONCLUSIONS
We purposed two aims while working on this paper. First aim was to develop general formalism for obtaining particle distributions in systems of charged particles, that can describe collective behavior of system, but rather simple to work with it comparing to quantum field and renormalization theories. For this we have obtained a free energy expression for system of particles in mean field approximation, that depends only on two-particle interaction potential. It is suitable for arbitrary systems, that satisfy two conditions. First is that we can neglect twoparticle correlations, that is a criteria of ability to use mean field approximation, that is equivalent to saddlepoint approximation. Second comes from the ability of Bose-condensation: to take it into account, we can't simply integrate by momentum with distribution, as we have done in (13) , but generally this model can be adapted to this case. If our system satisfies this, problem of obtaining its particle distribution reduces to minimizing of free energy functional with proper boundary conditions. Our model is simple to be solved without using clusters or other powerful computer tools and with some additional simplifications can be even studied analytically. Second aim was to analyze behavior of two-dimensional electron systems on liquid helium surface in electric fields and explain some experimental facts, that can be found for example in [39] . We achieved this using model developed in first part of our article (Sec. 2). We used effective interaction potential between electrons, that takes surface curvature into account. This potential can be used for low densities of electrons, when multi-particle terms of interaction decomposition can be neglected, and for low gradients of surface to be able to perform series expansion by it [14] . This means that this expression is very good for low densities and low pressing electric fields, but its accuracy decreases if some of this is wrong. More precise definition of it will need a great mathematical work.
It was shown that ground state of the electron layer is inhomogeneous. We came to a conclusion that presence of the "metal walls" and their form can significantly influence electron distribution function inducing the periodical structures in it. With the temperature grows we can see smearing of the distribution function and it tends to be the uniform one when the temperature is high. We have also show the importance of the external electric field for the multi-electron dimples formation and found that the surface deformation leads to essential changes in the properties of the structures. In particular, holding electric field can cause collection of electrons to bigger structures, and in strong fields electrons tend to gather into one great dimple. If the field is weak, then only local maximum of electron distribution function can be observed. This explains the results, observed experimentally [39] , in particular separation of the electron layer into two components which interact with magnetic field in different manner. Modern experimental technique allows to measure electron distribution functions on the liquid helium surface, so our results could be compared with experimental data.
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